CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the researcher wants to give conclusion about the turn-taking irregularities used by all characters in Denzel Washington’s *The Great Debaters*.

The researcher concludes that two kinds of turn-taking irregularities and its reasons are used by all characters. In interruption, there are Seeking Clarification, Correcting, Rejecting, Completing, Breaking Up, Disagreeing, and Showing Agreement. The reason of interruptions that the researcher interprets most frequently are Seeking Clarification and Breaking Up because some characters did not understand with the first speaker’s explanation and sometimes they change their topic because the previous topic were not too important to discussed.

While the reason of overlap which produce by all characters are Asking for Help, Seeking Clarification, Correcting, Rejecting, Completing, Breaking Up, and Disagreeing, and Showing Agreement. The reason of overlap produces most frequently is Correcting because many characters think that the first or second speaker’s utterances were wrong. So they overlap him or her to make right information.

Furthermore, interruption is the turn-taking irregularities which used most frequently in the movie. This condition happens because the movie *The Great Debaters* have many problems and conversations that make the characters do not want to wait their addressee’s turn and they stop the other character’s turn. So the utterances of the first character are not finished yet.
Hopefully, the findings of this research could give more understanding about interruption and overlap and what is the reason someone interrupt or overlaps their addressee.